




The Kool Stop jogger front wheel is set up with a quick
release mechanism to allow the wheel to be quickly removed 
without any tools. If you are not familiar with the tightening 
procedure of this quick release axle mechanism then we 
have included a thru bolt axle that you can use to bolt the 
front wheel to the front fork tips using a 5mm allen wrench. 
Please check that the front wheel is securely attached and 
functioning properly before each use. 
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SPECIAL NEED AXEL ADJUSTMENT

You have received a new upgraded special use Koolstride by Kool Stop jogger.

Look on the underside of your jogger. There at the axle is an adjustment.
It is to adjust the center of gravity.
**Please try the jogger out the way it comes initially before making this
adjustment as this fits the majority of people.

If you need to adjust the center of gravity these tools are needed:
7mm socket wrench
phillips screwdriver

Remove 4 screws and nuts.
Lengthen out the oval tubing by 2 holes. 
Make sure opposite side is adjusted to the same length.
Be sure to put all 4 screws and nuts back on and tighten before trying the jogger out.

The tube can be lengthened out more. Adjust if needed. 
Do not adjust more than the last two holes. 
Both screws and nut must be thru the oval metal tube.

if you have any qustions please contact us at joggersales@koolstop.com or 503-636-4673
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KOOLSTRIDE BY KOOL STOP JOGGER DIMENSIONS

HOLDS UP TO 150 LBS/68 KG
EMPTY WEIGHT 25 LBS/11.3 KG7”/17.7cm 

top of seat back to 
top of canopy open

12”/30.4 cm

24”/60.9cm

16”/40.6cm

19”/48.2cm

28”/71cm

FOLDED
41” X 7” X 21”
104 X17.7 X 53.3 cm  

50”
127cm

39.5”/100.3 cm

16”
40.6cm

*HANDLE TO GROUND
MEASUREMENT ADJUSTABLE
PER QUICK RELEASE
ARTICULATING HANDLE

20”
50.8
cm

39”
99cm
at middle

position
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